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Identification of the specific parent bodies of indi-
vidual meteorite types has been a primary goal of aster-
oid science for the past three decades. Such linkages
provide the early solar system spatial context for the
temporally-resolved sequence of specific processes and
conditions recorded in the meteorites. The combined
asteroid and meteorite data base provides physical con-
straints to develop and/or test sophisticated models of
the origin and evolution of the late inner solar nebula
and the early inner solar system. Long-running model-
ing studies of the dynamical evolution of the asteroid
belt and long-running spectral investigations of asteroid
compositions have converged to yield, at last, clear
view of the asteroid-meteorite linkages.

For most meteorite types, plausible parent bodies
have either been identified or it has become clear where
to search for them. The apparent paradox between the
rarity of probable asteroidal ordinary chondrite parent
bodies and the high fall frequency of these common
meteorites has been resolved by an understanding of the
dynamical mechanisms which control meteorite deliv-
ery. The status of these identifications are outlined be-
low.
Ordinary chondrite parent bodies Efficiency of de-
livery mechanisms determine the relative fall frequen-
cies of meteorites [1]. The most abundant meteorites,
ordinary chondrites, come from asteroids located near
(but not in) those main belt resonances (primarily 3:1
and ν6) which efficiently deliver fragments into Earth-
crossing orbits. The S(IV)-type asteroid 6 Hebe was
identified as the probable H-chondrite parent body by
combining detailed spectral analysis and models of
meteorite petrogenesis [2] with previous dynamical
work [3-5] which had identified it as a major meteorite
source due to its proximity to the 3:1 and ν6 reso-
nances. Metal masses on the surface of Hebe were in-
voked to explain its S-type spectrum. The June 1998
fall of the Portales Valley meteorite, H6 chondrite
clasts in a NiFe metal matrix [6-9], verified the exis-
tence of the proposed Hebe assemblage. Until a space-
craft undertakes an in situ analysis, it can reasonably be
concluded that Hebe is the H-chondrite parent body.

The first confirmed OC parent body was thus found
in a location and among a taxonomic type which was
consistent with both dynamical and spectral studies.
The L- and LL-chondrite parent bodies remain to be
identified, but they almost certainly reside among the
S(IV) asteroids located near either the 3:1 or ν6 reso-
nances. The H- and L-chondrite parent bodies currently

provide about the same meteorite flux, while the LL-
chondrite parent body provides about one-fifth of the
flux of either the H- or L-parent bodies. Asteroids 3
Juno and 7 Iris were previously identified as the next
best (after Hebe) spectral candidates in the S(IV) sub-
type [10]. The L parent body must be in a favorable
location (similar to Hebe) to yield sufficient Earth-
crossing fragments. Neither Juno nor Iris has such a
high yield [3], so they are poor L-chondrite parent body
candidates, but their yields are consistent with the flux
from the LL-chondrite parent body. Dynamical models
of the expected meteorite yield for a set of asteroids
near the ν6 and 3:1 resonances [3,5] and spectral data
identify several additional potential LL-chondrite par-
ent body candidates, including asteroids 11 (S(IV)), 14
(S), 17 (S), 631 (S), 963 (S), 1916 (S) and 2368 (SQ).

The strong clustering of shock ages near 500 Myr
for the L-chondrites indicates that the parent body suf-
fered a catastrophic collision at that time [11] and sug-
gests that the L-chondrite parent body is an asteroid
family rather than a single asteroid. Among several
asteroid families located near the 3:1 and ν6 resonances
[12], the Maria family is a leading candidate based on
spectral criteria. An ongoing spectral study of the
Maria family is testing it as the L-chondrite parent
body. If it fails, other families would need to be investi-
gated.
Iron meteorite parent bodies: Iron meteorites consti-
tute only a small fraction (~5%) of meteorite falls, but
they represent more than fifty different parent bodies
[13,14]. Figure 1 shows the relative proportions of the
major irons and stony-irons [15]. The “Anom.” group
includes ~40 different iron meteorite types with four or
fewer specimens. The number of distinct iron meteorite
parent bodies greatly exceeds the number of known M-
type asteroids, even if all M-types are metallic bodies.
The much more abundant S-type asteroids are probably
the major source of iron meteorites. By delivery
mechanism criteria, it is unlikely that any of the iron
meteorite parent bodies are particularly close to either
the 3:1 or ν6 resonances, although the more abundant
types (e.g. IIIAB, IAB, IIAB) probably come from
bodies closest to a resonance. The long cosmic ray ex-
posure ages of the irons (typically 10 to 20 times the
exposure ages of the OCs) indicate a long period be-
tween ejection from a parent body and entry into a
resonance [1]. The greater physical strength of iron
meteoroids (compared to stones) provides longer life-
times against collisional destruction. Irons sample a
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much broader range of asteroidal sources since iron
meteoroids from almost any main belt location can sur-
vive sufficiently long to randomly walk (via Yarkovsky
effect?) into a resonance. Unless a stony source body is
located near one of the resonances, it is unlikely that
stony meteoroids survive long enough to follow this
slow pathway.

Figure 1 - The relative proportions of various iron
and stony-iron meteorites.

CI and CM carbonaceous chondrites: A significant
number of the C-type asteroids exhibit 0.4-0.9 µm
spectral features similar to the aqueously altered CI1
and CM2 assemblages. Although the fall frequency of
CI and CM assemblages is low (~2.5% of falls), cor-
rection for their low physical strength (short lifetimes
in space and poor survival during atmospheric entry),
indicates their parent bodies deliver large fluxes to
Earth-crossing orbits and therefore are probably among
the CI1 and CM2-like asteroids located near the 3:1 or
ν6 resonances.
CV and CO carbonaceous chondrites: Their parent
bodies are probably weakly featured S(II) or S(III) as-
teroids located away from an effective Earth-delivery
resonance to account for their low fall frequency (~2%
of falls). The Eos family, located near the 9:4 reso-
nance, is spectrally compatible but has a very low de-
livery efficiency [12], which might be overcome by the
plethora of family members.
Basaltic achondrites: Spectral and dynamical evidence
indicates that asteroid 4 Vesta is the parent body of
most or all of the HED meteorites [16, 17].
Acapulcoites and Lodranites (Primitive achondrites)
Their parent body or bodies are probably among the
S(IV) asteroids located away from the 3:1 or ν6 reso-
nances or near the less efficient 5:2 resonance.
Ureilites This is the second most abundant group of
achondrite meteorites (~1% of falls), and includes a
range of assemblages, suggesting several source bodies.

Their parent bodies are probably weakly featured S(II)
or S(III) asteroids located away from the 3:1 or ν6 reso-
nances or near the less efficient 5:2 resonance.
Enstatite achondrites (aubrites) The near-Earth as-
teroid 3103 Eger is the probable parent body of most
aubrites and was probably derived from the Hungaria
family [18].
Enstatite chondrites These are probably found among
the M-type asteroids [19].
Brachinites and Pallasites Probably from A-, S(I)- or
S(II) asteroids far from an Earth-delivery resonance.
Ureilites Must come from small outcrops on asteroids
which obscure their distinctive spectral signature.
Rare or newer meteorite types Spectral properties of
CK-, CR-, and R-type chondrites are currently too
poorly known to effectively search for parent bodies.
Unsampled types A number of asteroid assemblages
are not found among the meteorite sample including:
(a) the low-iron (but not iron-free) enstatite achondrite-
like assemblage of 44 Nysa, (b) the metal-poor olivine-
pyroxene assemblage of 349 Dembowska, (c) the highly
differentiated olivine-dominated, calcic-pyroxene as-
semblage of 113 Amalthea. These bodies are located far
from the 3:1 or ν6 resonances or beyond the 5:2 reso-
nance. The collisional lifetimes of silicate meteoroids
from such locations are generally too short to allow
random walks into Earth-delivery resonances.
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